As a main step in the numerical solution of control problems in continuous time, the controlled process is approximated by sequences of controlled Markov chains, thus discretising time and space. A new feature in this context is to allow for delay in the dynamics. The existence of an optimal strategy with respect to the cost functional can be guaranteed in the class of relaxed controls. Weak convergence of the approximating extended Markov chains to the original process together with convergence of the associated optimal strategies is established.
Introduction
A general strategy for rendering control problems in continuous time accessible to numerical computation is the following: Taking as a starting point the original dynamics, construct a family of control problems in discrete time with discrete state space and discretised cost functional. Standard numerical schemes can be applied to nd an optimal control and to calculate the minimal costs for each of the discrete control problems. The important point to establish is then whether the discrete optimal controls and minimal costs converge to the continuous-time limit as the mesh size of the discretisation tends to zero. If that is the case, then the discrete control problems are a valid approximation to the original problem.
Approximation schemes for non-delay stochastic control problems in continuous time implementing the general strategy just outlined are well established, see Kushner and Dupuis (2001) . The method yields convergence results under very general conditions. After submission we learned about the work by 1 Financial support by the DFG-Sonderforschungsbereich 649 Economic Risk is gratefully acknowledged. Kushner (2005) on approximating control problems for reected stochastic delay dierential equations. In the non-delay case Krylov (2000) derived rates of convergence for approximation schemes by exploiting ne analytical properties of the associated Bellman equations.
The dynamics of the control problem we are interested in are described by a stochastic delay dierential equation (SDDE) . Thus, the future evolution of the dynamics may depend not only on the present state, but also on the past evolution. For an exposition of the general theory of SDDEs see Mohammed (1984) or Mao (1997) . The development of numerical methods for SDDEs has attracted much attention recently, see Buckwar (2000) , Hu et al. (2004) and the references therein. In Calzolari et al. (2005) a rate of convergence for a segment-wise Euler scheme is obtained (Proposition 4.2 ibid.) and is used in a non-linear ltering problem for approximating the state process, which is given by an SDDE. Numerical procedures for deterministic control with delayed dynamics have already been used in applications, see Boucekkine et al. (2005) for the analysis of an economic growth model. The algorithm proposed there is based on the discretisation method studied here, but no formal proof of convergence is given.
The mathematical analysis of stochastic control problems with time delay in the state equation has been the object of recent works, see e. g. Elsanosi et al. (2000) for certain explicitly available solutions, Øksendal and Sulem (2001) for the derivation of a maximum principle and Larssen (2002) Bensoussan et al. (1992) .
The class of control problems is specied in Section 2. In Section 3 we prove the existence of optimal strategies for those problems in the class of relaxed controls. Section 4 introduces the approximating processes and provides a tightness result. Finally, in Section 5 the discrete control problems are dened and the convergence of the minimal costs and optimal strategies is shown. 
, the spaces of all real-valued càdlàg functions on the intervals [−r, ∞) and [0, ∞), respectively. The spaces D ∞ andD ∞ will always be supposed to carry the Skorohod topology, while D 0 will canonically be equipped with the uniform topology.
Let (Γ, d Γ ) be a compact metric space, the space of control actions. Denote by b the drift coecient of the controlled dynamics, and by σ the diusion coecient. Let (W (t)) t≥0 be a one-dimensional standard Wiener process on a ltered probability space (Ω, F, (F t ) t≥0 , P) satisfying the usual conditions, and let (u(t)) t≥0 be a control process, i. e. an (F t )-adapted measurable process with values in Γ. Consider the controlled SDDE
The control process u(.) together with its stochastic basis including the Wiener process is called an admissible control if, for every deterministic initial condition ϕ ∈ D 0 , Equation (1) has a unique solution which is also weakly unique. Write U ad for the set of admissible controls of (1). The stochastic basis coming with an admissible control will often be omitted in the notation.
A solution in the sense used here is an adapted càdlàg process dened on the stochastic basis of the control process such that the integral version of Equation (1) is satised. Given a control process together with a standard
Wiener process, a solution to Equation (1) is unique if it is indistinguishable from any other solution almost surely satisfying the same initial condition. A solution is weakly unique if it has the same law as any other solution with the same initial distribution and satisfying Equation (1) for a control process on a possibly dierent stochastic basis so that the joint distributions of control and driving Wiener process are the same for both solutions. Let us specify the regularity assumptions to be imposed on the coecients b and σ:
(A1) Càdlàg functionals: the mappings 
(A3) Global boundedness: |b|, |σ| are bounded by a constant K > 0. 
where r 1 , . . . , r n ∈ [−r, 0] are xed, f , g are bounded continuous functions and f is Lipschitz, and the weight functions w 1 , . . . , w m lie in L 1 ([−r, 0]). Apart from the control term, the diusion coecient σ may have the same structure as b in (2).
We consider control problems in the weak formulation (cf. Yong and Zhou, 1999: p. 64) . Given an admissible control u(.) and a deterministic initial seg-ment ϕ ∈ D 0 , denote by X ϕ,u the unique solution to Equation (1). Let I be a compact interval with non-empty interior. Dene the stopping time τT ϕ,u of rst exit from the interior of I before timeT > 0 by
In order to dene the costs, we prescribe a cost rate k : R × Γ → [0, ∞) and a boundary cost g : R → [0, ∞) which we take to be (jointly) continuous bounded functions. Let β ≥ 0 denote the exponential discount rate. Then dene the cost functional on D 0 × U ad by
where τ = τT ϕ,u . Our aim is to minimize J(ϕ, .). We introduce the value function
The control problem now consists in calculating the function V and nding admissible controls that minimize J. Such control processes are called optimal controls or optimal strategies.
3 Existence of optimal strategies
In the class U ad of admissible controls it may happen that there is no optimal control (cf. Kushner and Dupuis, 2001: p. 86) . A way out is to enlarge the class of controls, allowing for so-called relaxed controls, so that the existence of an optimal (relaxed) control is guaranteed, while the inmum of the costs over the new class coincides with the value function V as given by (5).
For each G ∈ B(Γ), the function t → ρ(G × [0, t]) is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure on [0, ∞) by virtue of property (6). Denote byρ(., G) any Lebesgue density of ρ(G × [0, .]). The family of densitiesρ(., G), G ∈ B(Γ), can be chosen in a Borel measurable way such thatρ(t, .) is a probability measure on B(Γ) for each t ≥ 0, and
Denote by R the space of deterministic relaxed controls which is equipped with the weak-compact topology induced by the following notion of convergence: a sequence (ρ n ) n∈N of relaxed controls converges to ρ ∈ R if and only if
where C c (Γ × [0, ∞)) is the space of all real-valued continuous functions on Γ × [0, ∞) having compact support. Under the weak-compact topology, R is a (sequentially) compact space.
Suppose (ρ n ) n∈N is a convergent sequence in R with limit ρ. Given T > 0, let ρ n|T denote the restriction of ρ n to the Borel σ-algebra on Γ × [0, T ], and denote by ρ |T the restriction of ρ to B(Γ × [0, T ]). Then ρ n|T , n ∈ N, ρ |T are all nite measures and (ρ n|T ) converges weakly to ρ |T .
A relaxed control process is an R-valued random variable R such that the
For a relaxed control process R Equation (1) takes on the form
where (Ṙ(t, .)) t≥0 is the family of derivative measures associated with R.
The family (Ṙ(t, .)) can be constructed in a measurable way (cf. Kushner, 1990 : p. 52). A relaxed control process together with its stochastic basis including the Wiener process is called admissible relaxed control if, for every deterministic initial condition, Equation (7) has a unique solution which is also weakly unique. Any ordinary control process u can be represented as a relaxed control process by setting
where δ γ is the Dirac measure at γ ∈ Γ. Denote byÛ ad the set of all admissible relaxed controls. Instead of (4) we dene a cost functional on D 0 ×Û ad bŷ
where X ϕ,R is the solution to Equation (7) under the relaxed control process R with initial segment ϕ and τ is dened in analogy to (3). Instead of (5) as value function we havê
The cost functionalĴ depends only on the joint distribution of the solution X ϕ,R and the underlying control process R, since τ , the time horizon, is a deterministic function of the solution. The distribution of X ϕ,R , in turn, is determined by the initial condition ϕ and the joint distribution of the control process and its accompanying Wiener process. Letting the time horizon vary, we may regardĴ as a function of the law of (X, R, W, τ ), that is, as being dened on a subset of the set of probability measures on B(
Notice that the time interval has been compactied. The domain of denition ofĴ is determined by the class of admissible relaxed controls for Equation (7), the denition of the time horizon and the distributions of the initial segments X 0 .
The idea in proving existence of an optimal strategy is to check thatĴ (ϕ, .)
is a (sequentially) lower semi-continuous function dened on a (sequentially) compact set. It then follows from a theorem by Weierstraÿ thatĴ (ϕ, .) attains its minimum at some point of its compact domain (cf. Yong and Zhou, 1999: p. 65). The following proposition gives the analogue of Theorem 10.1.1 in Kushner and Dupuis (2001: pp. 271-275) for our setting. We present the proof in detail, because the identication of the limit process is dierent from the classical case.
Proposition 1 Assume (A1) (A4). Let ((R M , W M )) M ∈N be any sequence of admissible relaxed controls for Equation (7), where (R M , W M ) is dened on the ltered probability space
Denote by (X, R, W, τ ) a limit point of the sequence
is an admissible relaxed control, and X is a solution to Equation (7) under (R, W ) with initial condition ϕ.
PROOF. Tightness of (X M ) follows from the Aldous criterion (cf. Billingsley, 1999: pp. 176-179) : given M ∈ N, any bounded (F M t )-stopping time ν and δ > 0 we have
as a consequence of Assumption (A3) (Γ×[0, ∞) ), ρ ∈ R dene the pairing (g, ρ)(t) := Γ× [0,t] g(γ, s) dρ(γ, s), t ≥ 0.
Notice that real-valued continuous functions on R can be approximated by functions of the form
, and H be a continuous function of 2p + p·q + 1 arguments with
By the weak convergence of ((
It remains to show that X solves Equation (7) under control (R, W ) with initial condition ϕ. Notice that X has continuous paths on [0, ∞) P-almost surely, because the process (X(t)) t≥0 is the weak limit inD ∞ of continuous processes. Fix T > 0. We have to check that P-almost surely
By virtue of the Skorohod representation theorem (cf. Billingsley, 1999: p. 70) we may assume that the processes (X M , R M , W M ), M ∈ N, are all dened on the same probability space (Ω, F, P) as (X, R, W ) and that convergence of
converges to ϕ in the uniform topology, one nds Ω ∈ F with P(Ω) = 1 such that for all ω ∈Ω
As a consequence of Assumption (A4), the uniform convergence of the trajectories on [−r, T ] and property (6) of the relaxed controls, we have
By Assumption (A2), we nd a countable set A ω ⊂ [0, T ] such that the map-
Since A ω is countable we have R(ω)(Γ×A ω ) = 0. Hence, by the generalized mapping theorem (cf. Billingsley, 1999: p. 21) , we obtain for each t ∈ [0, T ] 
and dene C in analogy to C M with ϕ, R, X in place of ϕ
respectively. From the above, we know that C M (t) → C(t) holds uniformly over t ∈ [0, T ] for any T > 0 with probability one. Dene operators F M :
D ∞ →D ∞ , M ∈ N, mapping càdlàg processes to càdlàg processes by
and dene F in the same way as
Denote by (X(t)) t≥0 the unique solution tô
and setX (t) := ϕ(t) for t ∈ [−r, 0). Assumption (A4) and the uniform convergence of (ϕ M ) to ϕ imply that F M (X) converges to F (X) uniformly on compacts in probability (convergence in ucp). Theorem V.15 in Protter (2003: p. 265 
Therefore, X is indistinguishable fromX . By denition of C and F , this implies thatX solves Equation (7) under control (R, W ) with initial condition ϕ, and so does X.
If the time horizon were deterministic, then the existence of optimal strategies in the class of relaxed controls would be clear. Given an initial condition ϕ ∈ D 0 , one would select a sequence ((
and the associated solution processes would converge weakly to (R, W ) and the associated solution to Equation (7). Taking into account (8), the denition of the costs, this in turn would imply thatĴ (ϕ, .) attains its minimum value at R or, more precisely, (X, R, W ).
A similar argument is still valid, if the time horizon depends continuously on the paths with probability one under every possible solution. That is to say, the mappinĝ
is Skorohod continuous with probability one under the measure induced by any solution X ϕ,R , R any relaxed control. This is indeed the case if the diusion coecient σ is bounded away from zero as required by Assumption (A5), cf. Kushner and Dupuis (2001: pp. 277-281) .
By introducing relaxed controls, we have enlarged the class of possible strategies. The inmum of the costs, however, remains the same for the new class.
This is a consequence of the fact that stochastic relaxed controls can be arbitrarily well approximated by piecewise constant ordinary stochastic controls which attain only a nite number of dierent control values. A proof of this assertion is given in Kushner (1990: pp. 59-60) in case the time horizon is nite, and extended to the case of control up to an exit time in Kushner and Dupuis (2001: pp. 282-286) . Notice that nothing hinges on the presence or absence of delay in the controlled dynamics. Let us summarize our ndings.
Theorem 2 Assume (A1) (A5). Given any deterministic initial condition ϕ ∈ D 0 , the relaxed control problem determined by (7) and (8) possesses an optimal strategy, and the minimal costs are the same as for the original control problem.
Approximating chains
In order to construct nite-dimensional approximations to our control problem, we discretise time and state space. In the non-delay case a random time grid permits simpler proofs. Since in the delay case the segment process must be well approximated, a deterministic grid is natural and preferable, but calls for proof techniques deviating from the classical way adopted by Kushner and Dupuis (2001) or Kushner (2005) . Denote by h > 0 the mesh size of an equidistant time discretisation starting at zero. Let S h := √ hZ be the corresponding state space, and set I h := I ∩ S h . Notice that S h is countable and I h is nite. Let Λ h : R → S h be a round-o function. We will simplify things even further by considering only mesh sizes h = r M for some M ∈ N, where r is the delay length. The number M will be referred to as discretisation degree.
The admissible controls for the nite-dimensional control problems correspond to piecewise constant processes in continuous time. A time-discrete process u = (u(n)) n∈N 0 on a stochastic basis (Ω, F, (F t ), P) with values in Γ is a discrete admissible control of degree M if u takes on only nitely many dierent values in Γ and u(n) is F nh -measurable for all n ∈ N 0 . Denote by (ū(t)) t≥0 the piecewise constant càdlàg interpolation to u on the time grid. We call a timediscrete process (ξ(n)) n∈{−M,...,0}∪N a discrete chain of degree M if (ξ(n)) takes its values in S h and ξ(n) is F nh -measurable for all n ∈ N 0 . In analogy toū, write (ξ(t)) t≥−r for the càdlàg interpolation to the discrete chain (ξ(n)) n∈{−M,...,0}∪N . We denote byξ t the D 0 -valued segment ofξ(.) at time t ≥ 0.
Let ϕ ∈ D 0 be a deterministic initial condition, and suppose we are given a sequence of discrete admissible controls (u M ) M ∈N , that is u M is a discrete admissible control of degree M on a stochastic basis (Ω M , F M , (F M t ), P M ) for each M ∈ N. In addition, suppose that the sequence (ūWe will represent the interpolationξ
